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Key Themes for Task Force Outcomes [DRAFT]

Theme: Process Considerations as we Progress

1. Audience and purpose must be more precisely defined for:
   a. Each of the 4 topics (Policy Guidance Framework Outline, ITS-Connected Vehicle Integration, Education and Outreach, & Scenario Planning), AND
   b. Over time as facts change, our regional knowledge grows, and needs from stakeholders evolve

2. There is an interest in defining roles:
   a. That of the Task Force
   b. Perhaps assigning more specific “ownership” or a “lead” to each of the 4 topic categories to ensure accountability, clarity, and progress

3. Continue coordination with state, federal, and other regions as opportunities present themselves

Theme: Important, But Not Yet

4. Scenario Planning comes later—perhaps some basic education about its value and need eventually, in the near term

Theme: Near Term Focus

5. A steady diet of education is a near term need/action that can serve to continue engagement and augment the conversation and our expertise in this region